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Abstract—Currently, basically everyone is surrounded by digital media and 
they are used for various human activities, including learning. The aim of this 
study is to verify how much digital gaming can be used for unintentional language 
acquisition within the concept of autonomous learning. A few young participants 
took part in the research in which they were observed how much digital gaming 
in their free time can influence autonomy in their learning of a foreign language. 
Several definitions from authoritative sources were chosen and applied in the 
given context. The final results of the study demonstrate that no real language 
leaning and no real autonomous learning is found in such an accidental learn-
ing environment as digital gaming. It does not provide any stimulation for the 
participants and these findings could be important for those who are responsible 
for the design of various digital tools available so that they could make them 
more stimulating in the area of autonomy as there is a vast potential in it. 
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1 Introduction

1.1 The rationale of the study

Digital learning has gained a lot of popularity in the past few years due to the massive 
implementation of various kinds of eLearning in all areas of education speeded up by 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Autonomous learning means that the students lean on their 
own by utilizing various kinds of technological and non-technological tools. English as 
a foreign language (EFL) is the area that seems to be ideal for autonomous learning and 
this research focuses on how one aspect of digitization, particularly, computer games 
can or cannot enhance second language acquisition. 

Though educational researchers have been focusing on learner autonomy and most 
of their research occurred in a school context, [1] noted that it has become clear that 
additional in-depth studies on autonomy are urgently needed. Furthermore, there is 
considerable number of investigations that do not incorporate students in research. [2] 
discovered that in order for English learners to improve their learning efficiency, they 
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must develop their ability to learn independently. They looked into the perspectives of 
529 college students on English autonomous learning to see if they were autonomous 
enough in their English learning. According to the findings of the survey, college 
students use technology to engage in meaningful and autonomous language learning 
in online English classes. 

Real language acquisition, autonomous learning, and English self-efficacy all 
complement each other, according to the structural equation model. [3] Hong (2018) 
looked at the autonomy and word usage of English learners as if there was a link 
between autonomy and word usage. He analysed the records of 198 college students 
and finally, found out that college students’ ability to learn English independently is 
quite robust. The most crucial aspects to succeed in autonomous learning are compen-
sation, social and metacognitive techniques. He proposed that teachers help students 
gain autonomy by providing strategic direction.

[4] made a three-month long longitudinal observational study looked at how young 
learners’ leisure time use of digital games at home affected their unintentional acqui-
sition of English as a second language. The study was carried out in 2021 during the 
Covid-19 epidemic. The research results showed that participants’ vocabulary growth 
was highly influenced by digital gaming, and that playing games helped them learn L2. 
Additionally, it was discovered that the players had a high level of vocabulary reten-
tion; nevertheless, there were two issues in this regard, namely the prolonged screen 
time and vocabulary items directly tied to a certain game’s setting. Results also show 
some degree of autonomy in learning as the games and the time spent were related to 
participants’ choice. 

[5] shed light on the role of artificial intelligence (AI) stating that it is a new field of 
technology that researches and develops ideas, methods, technologies, and application 
systems for simulating, extending, and expanding human intelligence; a definition that 
can be applied with digital games that were analysed in this study. The investigations 
conducted by [6] clarify the effect of the explanation of the efficiency of online self-
study English on little learners’ consciousness and behavior. The experimental approach 
is separated into three steps: first, it is usually more useful to employ English keywords 
when browsing the Internet rather than explaining to learners that only Japanese 
keywords are used. Second, learners are limited to using English materials while imple-
menting self-study programs. Finally, kids are only allowed to use textbooks this time 
to achieve various self-learning. The subjects’ consciousness and behavior were also 
tested during the experiment revealing that, while students are aware of the advantages, 
they are still hesitant to use this way of learning. 

The current study underlines the importance of strengthening the integration of 
artificial intelligence technology represented by digital gaming with English language 
learning in order to see the degree of autonomy the learners can show during the time of 
playing. The context of the current study is the participants’ homes as it occurs during 
the period of the COVID-19 pandemic where the children were obliged to stay at home. 
It is worth mentioning that the present study is not for college students, but for children, 
it is not inside a school, and it occurs during playing digital games. 

The definition of autonomy used in this study is the feeling of responsibility the 
participants’ feeling toward their own learning of the English language through playing 
digital games in their homes. The present study attempts to test different definitions and 
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conceptions of autonomous learning in relation to the accidental learning caused by 
digital gaming, out of a school context. More specifically, it tries to determine whether 
the learning provided by digital gaming, in relation to the English language, represents 
a kind of autonomous learning or not. 

Autonomy in language learning, which is very much supported by digital 
technologies, has recently gained importance and momentum, and therefore, it should 
be given undivided attention to investigate its potential. 

1.2 Research problem

Although there has been a lot of research on language learning in the classroom, 
there has been relatively little research on language learning outside the classroom with 
the use of technology, particularly gaming. High levels of foreign language competency 
are rarely attained just by classroom training, and acquisition is most likely accelerated 
through a combination of education and experience [7]. In relation to that, [8] noted that 
the chance of autonomous learning in typical textbook learning is 35 per cent and the 
chance of autonomous learning in artificial intelligence technology systems is 53 per 
cent, which is 18 per cent greater than traditional learning. 

Experimental results also demonstrate that the artificial intelligence-based learning 
system has increased students’ ability to learn independently (autonomous learning) 
notably. Based on the above, this study tries to deal with students’ learning of the lan-
guage out of school depending on using digital gaming. The context of the current 
study is the participants’ homes where they play digital gaming in their spare time. It is 
worth mentioning that the present study is not about university students, but analyses 
children, it is not inside a school, and it occurs during playing digital games at home. 

The concepts and definitions that will be tested are in Table 1 as follows in the 
methodology section. 

2 Methodology

2.1 Participants

The studied participants were chosen based on their accessibility, as the researchers 
needed to see them on a daily basis. As a result, they were all relatives of one of the 
researchers (their own children, nephews, and neighbors). There is a continuous follow 
up for the participants by the researchers whether directly or indirectly in order to gain a 
full vision of their situation. At the beginning of the experiment, the researchers told the 
participants about the possibility of gaining a good knowledge of English language and 
they can learn all that is related to it. The parents gave their agreement to participate in 
the study orally, and all required ethical issues were taken into account. The researchers 
had daily access to all of them and could conduct this close-up observation. The number 
of participants was eight and their ages varied between 8 and 14. 

The researchers observed the children on a daily basis, frequently asking them 
some questions and occasionally playing with them in order to obtain useful data 
and assess how their language development progressed. The experiment lasted a 
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month with direct observation of the participants by the researchers. The partici-
pants chose to play two popular digital games that were played by them repeatedly, 
namely Free Fire and Minecraft. These games are popular in children of this age and 
it was their choice, therefore, it was their natural environment and nothing special 
was imposed on them. 

2.2 Data collection

The present study focused on noticing the participants playing two digital games: 
Free Fire and Minecraft. The researchers then used a list of definitions and conceptions 
of autonomous learning to be compared to the context of digital gaming utilized in this 
study. The definitions and the conceptions were divided to be focused on many things in 
relation to autonomy; the first related to the learners’ ability, others dealt with autonomy 
as an act, and the third related to the learning environment. All these definitions will 
be compared and evaluated in the context of digital gaming by direct observation in 
order to reach the final decision. The researchers turned these definitions into questions 
in order to find suitable answers for them. The definitions and the concepts listed in  
Table 1 below will be used by the researchers as a starting point to be tested and verified 
in the real-time learning process if they are valid or applicable. 

Table 1. The definitions and concepts used in this study

Reference Definition

[9, p. 3] “the ability to take charge of one’s own learning”

[10, p. 4] “a capacity for detachment, critical reflection, decision-making, and independent 
action”.

[11, p. 145] “Learners who have reached a point where they are able to define their own goals and 
create their own learning opportunities have, by definition, become autonomous”

[12] “Autonomous learners set their own goals, select their resources, decide on their own 
methods, location, time, and pace for study, monitor their studies, and make suitable 
evaluations to demonstrate their readiness to take responsibility for their own learning”.

[13] Learners’ autonomy is defined as their ability of individuals to direct their own learning.

3 Results and discussion

After the observation of the research participants, the following results were yielded. 
The first definition of autonomy stated that it is “the ability to take charge of one’s own 
learning”, therefore, it was studied how much this aspect will be implemented. The 
research question was whether the participants of digital games take charge of their 
own language learning. After the conducted observation it seemed that, apparently, they 
were more engaged in their plying rather than their intentional, which is not surprising 
and counterintuitive. 

In the comparison of the kind of learning the participants gained, it seems that 
the participants were busy by their playing and winning more than their learning.  
The games used by the participants were not educational and the context was not related 
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to school or class so it is difficult to see real learning context within the atmosphere 
of competition though the researchers told the participants to concentrate on the items 
that were or could be related to language learning. Thus, the answer to this research 
question is negative, i.e., the participant did not take charge of their digital learning. 

The second definition of autonomy that was used for the purpose of the research 
was “a capacity for detachment, critical reflection, decision-making, and independent 
action”. The related research question was whether the participants of digital games 
have the capacity for detachment, critical reflection, decision-making, and independent 
action in language learning.

The answer to this question required more focus on the behavior of the participants. 
It is essential to mention that the participants were all children so some of these capac-
ities may not appear clearly in their playing. If they concentrated first and foremost 
on language acquisition, then we could see a kind of detachment in their playing but 
unfortunately not existing in their learning. Critical reflection was also missing in 
their playing as there is no systematic process of learning. The matter of learning a 
language is accidental, not intentional, so there is no kind of reflection of any type.  
The third capacity is a decision making which is very clear in playing competitively 
among participants but since no real situations of learning were present there, the capac-
ity of decision making is also extremely weak in the learning context. The last item in 
the definition is the independent action which is also demonstrated in their playing but 
as their learning is implicit, there were no real independent actions noticed. Thus, the 
answer to this question is also negative. 

The third definition that was used and tested was “Learners who have reached a 
point where they are able to define their own goals and create their own learning oppor-
tunities have, by definition, become autonomous”. The following research question was 
formulated: Can the participants define their goals and create their own learning oppor-
tunities in relation to learning the English language via digital games out of school 
time? In short, no goals were defined by the participants as they were playing outside 
of school time. As far as creating their learning opportunities, some of them, specifi-
cally the bigger of them with 14 years old, try to remember the new English words in 
the games by repeating the new words and asking her colleagues about some of them.  
This may not consider a kind of autonomy in learning English but it may show the 
impact of age on the learning process. All in all, there is no clear autonomy in this way. 

The fourth definition stated that autonomous learners set their own goals, select their 
resources, decide on their own methods, location, time, and pace for study, monitor their 
studies, and make suitable evaluations to demonstrate their readiness to take responsi-
bility for their own learning. The corresponding research question was formulated as 
follows: Can the participants in digital games set their own goals, select their resources, 
decide on their own methods, location, time, and pace for study, monitor their studies, 
and make suitable evaluations to demonstrate their readiness to take responsibility for 
their own learning? The answer to this question can be summarized in the following 
sub-items: 

1. Can the participants in digital games set their own goals? No specific learning goals 
were mentioned.

2. Can they select their resources? No resources were used.
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3. Decide on their own methods, location, time, and pace for study? All these items 
were decided by the participants in relation to playing and competition but not for 
learning. 

4. Monitor their studies? No monitoring in relation to the English language was 
mentioned.

5. Make suitable evaluations to demonstrate their readiness to take responsibility for 
their own learning? Not existed at all. 

It is worth remembering that just a few participants played the mentioned digital 
games in their spare time at home so the focus is not on learning but on playing. On the 
other hand, all the things mentioned in this definition are related to a systematic process 
of learning which educational digital games may be. 

The fifth definition that was used for this evaluation was if the learners’ autonomy 
is defined as the ability of individuals to direct their own learning. In this context, the 
following research question was formulated: Do the learners of digital games, out of 
school time, have the ability to direct their own learning? The answer to this question 
is also negative. Therefore, no systematic process of learning was mentioned so the 
participants are not autonomous in this way. 

From all the above discussion, it is clear that autonomous learning, specifically for 
young learners is difficult to be defined outside of school walls and with the lack of 
guidance from the teacher. In addition, digital games that are played for competition 
and joy, which are not designed for educational aims, are difficult to lead to real learn-
ing of a language. So, what is mentioned by [8], that the chance of autonomous learning 
in typical textbook learning is less than the chance of autonomous learning in artificial 
intelligence technology systems, which may only be applied in a systematic learning 
environment like schools and colleges with educational digital games and a profes-
sional guidance. 

[14] investigated the correlation between autonomy and classroom interaction. 
The study’s main findings revealed that students’ autonomy and classroom interac-
tion were positively associated and that also supports the existence of autonomy in 
schools. On the other hand, this study comes in agreement with [15] who made a study 
about out-of-class language activities and concluded that the most common activities 
in which English is used are enjoyable activities such as watching movies, videos, 
and surfing the Internet, and that students’ involvement in English language activities  
outside of the classroom is required a kind of language proficiency. This result is 
justifiable specifically if it is related to young learners. Most studies that related to 
the use of technology with autonomy [2, 3, 6] gained positive results as they were all 
related to the application of technology in schools or colleges and under the guidance 
of their teachers which is in contrary to the present study that dealt with little children 
and out of their school time to measure their autonomy and the accidental learning of 
English an idea that can bridge the gap in the literature. The final results of the study 
demonstrate that no real language leaning and no real autonomous learning is found in 
such an accidental learning environment. 
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4 Conclusion

After the research was conducted, despite a small sample of participants, it can be 
concluded that playing digital games does not present much challenge and stimulation 
for the pupils and if there is any unintentional learning of new vocabulary, it is rather 
limited and cannot be considered as significant or relevant. Moreover, applying auton-
omous learning for little learners is difficult unless it is related to a systematic learning 
process that contains suitable educational technology and guidance, a teacher most of 
the time. Thus, according to the definition of autonomy that this study depends on, 
which is the feeling of responsibility the participants’ feel toward their own learning for 
English language through playing digital games in their homes, no autonomous learn-
ing was obviously visible in any participants’ behavior. 

This research was very minimal regarding the number of participants; therefore,  
it would be interesting to verify its findings on a much larger scale and using other tech-
niques, but it can still be claimed that this is a pilot study that could bring some impetus 
for further research into the topic and then generate more impactful findings. 

Similar research that focuses on digital media and their implementation in various 
human activities and their impact throughout the life course, i.e., starting from very 
young age to old age, seems very relevant and needed as we are all emerged in this tech-
nology that is omnipresent and used by nearly everyone every day, and this trend will 
very probably continue and be even stronger. The momentum that digital learning has 
gained cannot be neglected and therefore more research is needed also to be provided 
to the ICT specialists who are coding and designing various soft wares used by every-
one. The findings of similar research can be useful for everyone who is responsible for 
various kinds of digital learning and its design. 
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